ICU World University Cheerleading Championship Results- 2014

**All Girl Group Stunt**
1. University of Texas San Antonio
2. University of Regina
3. University of Agder

**Coed Partner Stunt**
1. Universidad Metropolitana Castro
2. University of Puerto Rico- Humacao
3. Universidad Militar Nueva Granada
4. Asia-Pacific Institute of Creativity
5. Universidad Nacional de Colombia
6. Universidad de Valle

**Team Cheer Large Coed**
1. University of Central Florida
2. University of Puerto Rico- Bayamon
3. University of Mississippi
4. Iowa Western Community College
5. Louisiana State University
6. Caribbean University
7. University of Puerto Rico- Humacao
8. The Ohio State University
9. University of Puerto Rico- Mayaguez
10. Wichita State University
11. Universidad Militar Nueva Granada
12. Universite du Quebec a Montreal
13. University of Puerto Rico- Aguadilla
14. Universidad Nacional de Colombia
15. Michigan State University
16. Queen Mary University of London

**Team Cheer Small Coed**
1. Pennsylvania State University
2. Monash University- Clayton Campus
All Girl
1. University of Colorado
2. Texas State University
3. Drury University
4. Brock University
5. Concord University
6. Tokyo University of Agriculture
7. Instituto Tech de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey

Team Cheer Pom
1. J.F. Oberlin University
2. North Dakota State University
3. East China Normal University
4. Minnesota State University- Moorhead
5. Universidad Anahuac Mexico Norte
6. Shanghai University of Finance and Economics of Zhejiang College
7. Universidad National de Colombia
8. Wuhan Yangtze Business University

Team Cheer Hip Hop
1. Northern Arizona University
2. University of Puerto Rico- Bayamon
3. University of Central Florida
4. University of London

Team Cheer Jazz
1. University of Puerto Rico- Bayamon
2. Northern Arizona University
3. J.F. Oberlin University
4. East China Normal University
5. National University of Physical Ed & Sport of Ukraine
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**Team Cheer Pom Doubles**
1. Fu Jen Catholic University
2. East China Normal University
3. National University of Physical Education & Sport of Ukraine
4. Dankook University
5. Sangmyunk University
6. Wuhan Yangtze Business University
7. National University of Physical Education & Sport of Ukraine

**Team Cheer Hip Hop Doubles**
1. University of Puerto Rico- Bayamon
2. Sangmyunk University
3. Dankook University

**Team Cheer Jazz Doubles**
1. University of Puerto Rico- Bayamon
2. Hofstra University
3. National University of Physical Education & Sport of Ukraine
   Team #9
4. National University of Physical Education & Sport of Ukraine
   Team #6
5. Northern Arizona University
6. National University of Physical Education & Sport of Ukraine
   Team #1
7. East China Normal University
8. Dankook University